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Mike Olson 2010 

Noopiming 
Inspecifically Pitched Material 

 
(nu-pɪ-mɪŋ) 

 
This is a list of verbal instructions that describe the various 
inspecifically pitched musical gestures and textures that the 
ensemble will be called upon to produce. 
 
vi01low_n 
Hum using an "n" sound, a note of your choosing that is very low in 
your range and that is a different pitch than anyone else around 
you.  Hum without vibrato and very softly.  Stagger your breathing 
and just keep the group sound going until you are directed to stop. 
 
vi02low_n_male 
Same as vi01low_n, except using male voices only. 
 
vi03low_n_female 
Same as vi01low_n, except using female voices only. 
 
vi04low_u 
Same as vi01low_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi05low_i 
Same as vi01low_n, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
vi06high_i 
Same as vi03low_i, except on a note that is relatively high in your 
range. 
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vi07high_i_female 
Same as vi04high_i, except using female voices only. 
 
vi08vibe1_n 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then gradually add vibrato when cued to do so by the conductor.  
Once the vibrato is fully developed, you will be cued to stop. 
 
vi09vibe1_u 
Same as vi08vibe1_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi10shift1_n 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, change to a different 
pitch of your choosing. 
 
vi11shift1_n_lr 
Same as vi10shift1_n, except instead of the whole ensemble 
changing to new pitches at the same time, each individual singer 
will change to their new pitch when pointed to by the conductor, 
who will use a gesture like pointing to the center of the ensemble 
with both hands and then gradually moving them out the sides – left 
and right. 
 
vi12shift_n_multi 
Same as vi10shift1_n, except that you will be cued individually as 
to when to shift and may be cued more than once.  The timing of 
the individual cues should be rhythmically random and should not 
imply a meter or tempo. 
 
vi13shift_nui_multi 
Same as 12shift_n_multi, except that when you change to a new 
pitch, you may also change to a new sound.  Your sound choices 
are n, oo (u), and i (ɪ).  Your starting sound should be n. 
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vi14shift1_u 
Same as vi10shift1_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi15shift1_u_lr 
Same as vi11shift1_n_lr, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi16shift1_i 
Same as vi10shift1_n, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
vi17shift1_i_lr 
Same as vi11shift_n_lr, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
vi18shift2_n 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, move up in pitch by a 
whole step. 
 
vi19shift2_u 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi04low_u.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, move up in pitch by a 
whole step. 
 
vi20shift2_i 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi05low_i.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, move up in pitch by a 
whole step. 
 
vi21shift3_n 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, move down in pitch by 
a whole step. 
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vi22shift3_u 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi04low_u.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, move down in pitch by 
a whole step. 
 
vi23shift3_i 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi05low_i.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, move down in pitch by 
a whole step. 
 
vi24shift4_nu  
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, change to a different 
pitch of your choosing and change from an "n" sound to an "oo" (u) 
sound at the same time. 
 
vi25shift4_nu_lr 
Same as vi22shift4_nu, except instead of the whole ensemble 
changing to the "oo" (u) sound at the same time, each individual 
singer will make the change when pointed to by the conductor, who 
will use a gesture like pointing to the center of the ensemble with 
both hands and then gradually moving them out the sides – left and 
right. 
 
vi26shift5_ming  
Same as vi22shift4_nu, except starting on an "m" sound and 
changing to an "ing" (ɪŋ) sound. 
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vi27shift5_ming_lr 
Same as vi24shift5_ming, except instead of the whole ensemble 
changing to the "ing" (ɪŋ) sound at the same time, each individual 
singer will make the change when pointed to by the conductor, who 
will use a gesture like pointing to the center of the ensemble with 
both hands and then gradually moving them out the sides – left and 
right. 
 
vi28shift_vibe_n 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, change to a different 
pitch of your choosing.  Shortly after you arrive on your new note, 
you will be cued a second time to gradually add vibrato.  Once the 
vibrato is fully developed, you will be cued to stop. 
 
vi29shift_vibe_u 
Same as vi26shift_vibe_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi30shift_vibe_i 
Same as vi26shift_vibe_n, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
vi31shift_vibe_nu 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n.  
Then, when you are cued by the conductor, change to a different 
pitch of your choosing and change from an "n" sound to a "oo" (u) 
sound at the same time.  Shortly after you arrive on your new note, 
you will be cued a second time to gradually add vibrato.  Once the 
vibrato is fully developed, you will be cued to stop. 
 
vi32sweep 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi05low_i.  
Gradually shift through the "ing" (ɪŋ) sound.  The conductor will cue 
you as to the rate of your shift.  You will also be cued when to stop. 
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vi33bend_low_u 
Sing a note of your choosing on an "oo" (u) that is relatively low in 
your range and that is a different pitch than anyone else around 
you.  Sing softly and with a very broad and very slow vibrato that 
is moving at a different rate than the other singers around you.  
What I'm talking about here is not really vibrato.  It's really more of 
a slow, sweeping, sinusoidal pitch bend, which is focused around a 
specific pitch.  Stagger your breathing and just keep the group 
sound going until you are directed to stop. 
 
vi34bend_high_i 
Same as vi31bend_low_u, only around a note that is relatively high 
in your range and on an "i" (ɪ). 
 
vi35series_u 
Sing a series of random notes of your choosing on the vowel sound 
"u" (long).  Fade in and out on each one and keep them relatively 
short.  Randomize both the duration of the notes that you sing and 
the amount of silence you leave between notes – do not imply a 
rhythm.  Avoid rhythmic entrainment with other singers around you.  
As a group, you should all be singing different notes of different 
durations with different amounts of silence between notes.  Make 
each note beautiful.  Keep the group sound going until you are 
directed to stop. 
 
vi36series_i 
Same as vi33series_u, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
vi37low_break_n_male 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n_male, 
then gradually lower your pitch until it becomes unstable and falls 
apart.   
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vi38low_break_n_female 
Get the group sound going the same as you did in vi01low_n_female, 
then gradually lower your pitch until it becomes unstable and falls 
apart.   
 
vi39slide_down_n 
Do a single, sliding gliss through your entire range, top to bottom.  
It doesn't matter if you're on the same pitch as anyone else around 
you.  The duration of this gesture should be about 4 seconds and 
you'll probably want to do a slight fade in and fade out with your 
dynamics over the course of the gesture.  Don't get too loud. 
 
vi40slide_down_n_male 
Same as vi37slide_down_n, except with male voices only. 
 
vi41slide_down_n_female 
Same as vi37slide_down_n, except with female voices only. 
 
vi42slide_down_u 
Same as vi37slide_down_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi43slide_down_u_male 
Same as vi40slide_down_u, except with male voices only. 
 
vi44slide_down_u_female 
Same as vi40slide_down_u, except with female voices only. 
 
vi45slide_up_n 
Do a single, sliding gliss through your entire range, bottom to top.  
It doesn't matter if you're on the same pitch as anyone else around 
you.  The duration of this gesture should be about 4 seconds and 
you'll probably want to do a slight fade in and fade out with your 
dynamics over the course of the gesture.  Don't get too loud. 
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vi46slide_up_n_male 
Same as vi43slide_up_n, except with male voices only. 
 
vi47slide_down_n_female 
Same as vi43slide_up_n, except with female voices only. 
 
vi48slide_up_u 
Same as vi43slide_up_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
vi49slide_up_u_male 
Same as vi46slide_up_u, except with male voices only. 
 
vi50slide_up_u_female 
Same as vi46slide_up_u, except with female voices only. 
 
vi51tight_short_p 
Articulate the consonant "p" one time, quick and short, as a single 
group articulation.   
 
vi52loose_short_p 
Articulate the consonant "p" one time, quick and short, but loosely 
timed so that the group sound is like that of a rough cloud of 
individual articulations.   
 
vi53tight_long_p 
Articulate the consonant "p" one time, with a lot of air expelled 
after your lips part, like an unvoiced "ah".  Use a large breath and 
try to push all of the air out of your lungs.  Do this together as a 
single, tight articulation.   
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vi54loose_long_p 
Articulate the consonant "p" one time, with a lot of air expelled 
after your lips part, like an unvoiced "ah".  Use a large breath and 
try to push all of the air out of your lungs.  This should be loosely 
timed so that the group sound is like that of a rough cloud of 
individual articulations. 
 
vi55_breath_short 
Take one relatively quick intake of air, together in unison as a 
group, and hold it. 
 
vi56_breath_short_multi 
Take one relatively quick intake of air when individually cued to do 
so, and hold it.  The timing of the individual cues should be 
rhythmically random and should not imply a meter or tempo. 
 
vi57_breath_long 
Take one relatively long intake of air, together in unison as a 
group, and hold it. 
 
vi58_breath_long_lr 
Take one relatively long intake of air when individually cued to do 
so, and hold it.  Each individual singer will take their breath when 
pointed to by the conductor, who will use a gesture like pointing to 
the center of the ensemble with both hands and then gradually 
moving them out the sides – left and right. 
 
vi59_i_cloud 
Very short duration, rhythmically random vocalizations on the 
vowel "i", (ɪ).  Choose multiple pitches near the high end of your 
range.  Very soft dynamic level. 
 
vi60_i_cloud_f 
Same as vi59_i_cloud, with female voices only. 
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Noopiming 
Specifically Pitched Material 

 
 
These three 4-note chords constitute the only specifically pitched 
material that I will be asking for from the ensemble.  This document 
details the manner in which we will be approaching the material.   
 
 
Chord 1 
 
sp01chord1_n 
Sing the first chord on an "n" sound.  Start together and then just 
keep the sound going by staggering your breathing.  Sing without 
vibrato and very softly.  You'll be cued when to stop. 
 
sp02chord1_u_soft 
Same as sp01chord1_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
sp03chord1_u_swell 
Same as sp02chord1_u_soft, except starting soft and then 
gradually getting louder, (about pp to f). 
 
sp04chord1_i 
Same as sp01chord1_n, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
sp05chord1_ing 
Sing the first chord on an "ing", (ɪŋ) sound at a dynamic level of 
about mp.  Use one breath – no staggered breathing. 
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Chord 2 
 
sp06chord2_n 
Sing the second chord on an "n" sound.  Start together and then just 
keep the sound going by staggering your breathing.  Sing without 
vibrato and very softly.  You'll be cued when to stop. 
 
sp07chord2_u_soft 
Same as sp06chord2_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
sp08chord2_u_swell 
Same as sp07chord2_u_soft, except starting soft and then 
gradually getting louder, (about pp to f). 
 
sp09chord2_i 
Same as sp06chord2_n, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
sp10chord2_ing 
Sing the second chord on an "ing", (ɪŋ) sound at a dynamic level of 
about mp.  One breath – no staggered breathing. 
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Chord 3 
 
sp11chord3_n 
Sing the second chord on an "n" sound.  Start together and then just 
keep the sound going by staggering your breathing.  Sing without 
vibrato and very softly.  You'll be cued when to stop. 
 
sp12chord3_u_soft 
Same as sp09chord3_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u). 
 
sp13chord3_u_swell 
Same as sp12chord3_u_soft, except starting soft and then 
gradually getting louder, (about pp to f). 
 
sp14chord3_i 
Same as sp11chord3_n, except on the vowel sound "i", (ɪ). 
 
sp15chord3_ing 
Sing the second chord on an "ing", (ɪŋ) sound at a dynamic level of 
about mp.  One breath – no staggered breathing. 
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Individual Soprano Notes  
to be sung by Sopranos and Altos 
 
 
sp16e4_n  (chord 1 soprano note) 
All of the women sing e4 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger 
your breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop.   
 
sp17e4_u  (chord 1 soprano note) 
Same as sp16e4_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to 
about a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp18d4_n  (chord 2 soprano note) 
All of the women sing d4 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger 
your breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp19d4_u  (chord 2 soprano note) 
Same as sp18d4_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to 
about a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp20f4_n  (chord 3 soprano note) 
All of the women sing f4 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger 
your breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp21f4_u  (chord 3 soprano note) 
Same as sp20f4_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to 
about a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
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Individual Alto Notes  
to be sung by Sopranos and Altos 
 
 
sp22d3_n  (chord 1 alto note) 
All of the women sing d3 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger 
your breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp23d3_u  (chord 1 alto note) 
Same as sp22d3_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp24g3_n  (chord 2 alto note) 
All of the women sing g3 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger 
your breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp25g3_u  (chord 2 alto note) 
Same as sp24g3_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp26Bb4_n  (chord 3 alto note) 
All of the women sing Bb4 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger 
your breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp27Bb4_u  (chord 3 alto note) 
Same as sp26Bb4_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
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Individual Tenor Notes  
to be sung by Tenors and Basses 
 
 
sp28g2_n  (chord 1 tenor note) 
All of the men sing g2 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger your 
breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp29g2_u  (chord 1 tenor note) 
Same as sp28g2_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp30a3_n  (chord 2 tenor note) 
All of the men sing a3 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger your 
breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp31a3_u  (chord 2 tenor note) 
Same as sp30a3_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp32Eb3_n  (chord 3 tenor note) 
All of the men sing Eb3 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger your 
breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp33Eb3_u  (chord 3 tenor note) 
Same as sp32Eb3_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
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Individual Bass Notes  
to be sung by Tenors and Basses 
 
 
sp34f1_n  (chord 1 bass note) 
All of the men sing f1 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger your 
breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp35f1_u  (chord 1 bass note) 
Same as sp35f1_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp36c2_n  (chord 2 bass note) 
All of the men sing c2 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger your 
breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp37c2_u  (chord 2 bass note) 
Same as sp36c2_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 
sp38a3_n  (chord 3 bass note) 
All of the men sing a3 on an "n" sound.  Start together, stagger your 
breathing and keep the sound going until you are cued to stop. 
 
sp39a3_u  (chord 3 bass note) 
Same as sp38a3_n, except on the vowel sound "oo", (u).  Start 
together and stagger your breathing.  Once you have the note 
established at a very soft volume level, gradually bring it up to about 
a mf and hold until you're cued to stop. 
 


